Active experiments in modifying spacecraft potential:  Results from ATS-5 and ATS-6 by Whipple, E. C. & Olsen, R.
Objective
Study feasibility of actively controlling spacecraft
potential by charged particle emission
Approach
Conduct experiments using:
-- ATS-5 electron emitter
-- ATS-6 plasma emitter
-- UCSD particle instruments
Analyze particle data to obtain:
-- Spacecraft potentials with and -without
particle emission in various environments
-- Differences in the effectiveness of electron
and plasma emission
Figure 2. Objective of investigation
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Figure 3. ATS-5 : Detectors and Ion Engines
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FIGURE 6. ATS-6' THRUSTER
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OflY 275 OF 1975 02/25/77
Spectrogram 1. ATS-6 : Eclipse with Injection of Hot Plasma-, 10/2/75
























5 DRT 263 OF 1974
Spectrogram 2. ATS-5: Neutralized Operation in Eclipse; 9/20/74
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DRY 233 OF 1976 10/21/TB2"!
Spectrogram 5. ATS-6: Neutralizer Operation in Daylight; 8/20/76
























DRY 319 OF 197B 8/25/77
Spectrogram 6. ATS-6 : Neutralizer Operation in Daylight-, 11/14/76








Spectrogram 7. ATS-6 : Neutralizer Operation in Eclipse; 10/14/76






















DRY 247 OF 1976
Spectrogram 8. ATS-6: Neutralizer Operation in Eclipse; 9/3/76
